
2020 NORCO 
3V3 WINTERFEST 

TOURNAMENT RULES
1. Each team may have up to four players, and junior teams may include one adult. Only one adult can be on

the court at a time. If an injury occurs, a team may continue with 2 members. 

2. Junior (18 and under) and female athletes may attack the ball anywhere on the court while male adults

(19 and older) must hit behind the 10 ft. line. Exception: serves may not be attacked or blocked. 

3. Play is round robin format with 13 & up teams playing two sets to 21 points and 12 & under teams playing

two sets to 25 points. Scoring: 15s and 13s-14s play two sets to 21 points and 12s play two sets to 25 points.

All games are rally scoring, no cap. There will not be a third tiebreaker set. Winning team for each division

is determined by the number of sets won and then point percentage. 

4. The reffing team is responsible for overseeing the match, flipping score, recording on the score sheets,

and turning into tournament director. Please see the schedule for “reffing duties”. Adults or older players

may be asked to assist with up-ref duties. 

5. Referees must call for the serve before each point. Players in the 15 & Up division must serve behind the

end line. Players in the younger age divisions can step into the court. 

6. A ball that is tipped or dumped over the net must land beyond the 10 foot line unless played by the

opponent. The illegal tip or dump must hit the floor to be a violation. Tips and dumps include any overhead

play on the ball which involves primarily fingertip contact. Sets that drift over the net are illegal while

closed fist tips and open hand “roll shots” are legal. 

7. Players will call their own violations, including in and out of bounds, illegal hits, under the net and net

interference, with the help of the referee. If a team is not sure, the point will be replayed. Net rules are

the same as club rules – you cannot interfere with the play while touching the net. Players are expected to

have INTEGRITY about all calls. 

8. Players can start in any formation they choose but the servers must rotate in order just like a normal

match. Only junior athletes (18 and under) are allowed to block. 

9. Each team gets one time out per set, 30 seconds long. Any player can call a timeout. 

10. Court shoes are required (no black soles). Kneepads and ankle guards suggested, but not required.

Please no tank tops, cut offs, or inappropriate clothing. 

11. All non NORCO players must sign a waiver prior to participating. The waiver will be emailed to each team

and will also be available on the day of competition.

12. Teams may leave the facility to get food if they are off and return before their next playing or reffing

responsibility.

13. All teams are subject to follow all current COVID-19 guidelines and regulations.


